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Motivation
Farmer’s attitudes toward risk is well-studied in literature whereas attitudes toward
ambiguity is less-studied

Economic agents discuss with peers about a new technology before making choice and
as a result their attitudes may change due to communication with peers

If Attitudes toward uncertainty change with communications, then which one is
important in explaining technology adoption – attitudes toward uncertainty in individual
or group decision-making?

If attitudes toward uncertainty in group is critical in making choices, attitudes toward
uncertainty, ambiguity attitudes in particular which is subjective belief is likely to
change depending on who the agent communicates with, leading to the group selection
effects.
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What We Do in this Paper

 In this study we attempt to measure risk and ambiguity aversion of Bangladeshi
farmers and students when they face the uncertainty alone and in groups of 3

 Estimate factors affecting attitudes toward uncertainty (still working on it)

 Combining the measured attributes with choices from the frame field
experiment we investigate whether those measured attributes are important in
explaining certain technology adoption (still working on it).
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Dimension of Risk and Ambiguity Measurements

Different winning probabilities ( 0.3, 0.5, 0.7)

Gain vs. loss domains (still working on it) 

Alone vs. group effects

Self-selected vs. randomly-selected groups 
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Literature Review
 Excluding measuring risk preferences in analysing choice can potentially pose
an omitted variable bias problem. Inclusion of risk preference in literature of
technology choice can be traced as back in Sandmo (1971), Srinivasan (1972),
and Feder (1980). Binswanger (1980, 1981)

Among studies using experimental lotteries, some have been based on
hypothetical lotteries (Hill, 2009; de Brauw and Eozenou, 2014), some on real
lotteries (Miayata, 2003; Wik et. al., 2004; Liu, 2013; Yesuf and Bluffstone,
2009; Tanaka et al,. 2010; Harrison et al,. 2010), and some on both (Binswanger,
1981; Holt and Laury, 2002; Mosley and Verschoor, 2005).

 In addition to differences in experimental set up, the conceptual framework for
characterizing risk preferences varies from expected utility theory (EUT) to
prospect theory (PT).
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Literature Review
In addition to differences in experimental set up, the conceptual framework for
characterizing risk preferences varies from expected utility theory (EUT) to prospect
theory (PT).

 Experimental designs vary , include lotteries that hold outcome probabilities constant
and vary payouts (Binswanger, 1980, 1981; Miayata, 2003; Barr, 2003; Wik et al., 2004)
or that uses a multiple price list (MPL) approach in which probabilities vary with
payouts held constant (Holt and Laury, 2002; Eckel et al., 2002; Harrison et al., 2005;
Harbaugh et al., 2002).

Among the few experimental studies of ambiguity attitudes of farming societies are
Henrich and McElreath (2002), Akayet al., (2012), Ward and Singh (2015), and Engle-
Warnick et al., (2011).

Agents often coordinate among themselves in the real world before making a decision
(Alpizar et al., 2011) leading to the study or roles communications play in attitudes
toward uncertainty and choices (Ahsanuzzaman, 2015).
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Experimental Design and procedure

•In a typical session, subjects faced 21 choices between a lottery and sure amount starting 
from 0 with a 50 BDT increment in each consecutive choice. 

• Subjects are expected to play lottery against low sure amount, and are more likely to 
switch to take sure amount for certain high sure amount depending on the each subject’s 
preference. 

•Switching point from lottery to sure amount provides the information about the subject’s 
certainty equivalent (CE) amount that is used to measure subjects’ CRRA and ambiguity 
aversion coefficients.

•Following Eggert and Lokina (2007), and Akay et al., (2012), the CE for each 
participant in each game is calculated as the midpoint between the lowest certain payoffs 
for which the participant chooses the sure thing and the highest certain payment for 
which (s)he chooses to play lottery. 
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Experimental Design and procedure

•Each farmer faces such 21 choices several times – facing the prospects alone and in 
groups of 3 separately.

•For risk experiments, probability of winning the lottery (BDT 1,000) is varied: 0.3, 0.5, 
and 0.7 to check for subjects’ risk preferences in relation to the winning probability.

•In ambiguity experiments, where probability distribution of winning the lottery is 
unknown, farmers made decisions facing the prospects alone and groups only once.

•In order to address the asymmetry in attitudes toward uncertainty, we conduct the above 
exercises, for both risk and ambiguity experiments, in both gain domains and 
introducing loss.

•In order to control for order effects, farmers faced the experiments at random whether to 
make decision alone or in groups.
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Experimental Design and Procedure
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 We played 16 games, each had 21 choices between a certain payoff and a risky prospect with the 
certain payoff increasing in 50 BDT increments from 0 BDT to 1000 BDT. 

A constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) utility function is assumed for the agents, 𝑢 𝑥 = 𝑥1−𝛾

where 𝛾 is the coefficient of the relative risk aversion. 

The ambiguity aversion can be estimated using the elicited certainty equivalent for both the risk 
and ambiguous situations (Ross et al., 2014; Akay et al., 2012). 

𝐴𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑔𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝜃) =
𝐶𝐸𝑅−𝐶𝐸𝐴

𝐶𝐸𝑅+𝐶𝐸𝐴

 Where CER = Certainty equivalent amount of money for the risky prospect, and CEA = Certainty 
equivalent amount of money for the ambiguous prospect. This measure ranges from -1 (ambiguity 
loving) to 0 (ambiguity neutrality) to 1 (ambiguity averse). 



Experimental Design and Procedure
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Experimental Design and Procedure
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Experimental Design and Procedure
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Experimental Design and Procedure
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Table 1: Data and Results

Variable No. of Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

Age (years) 204 37.29 12.31 17 80

Gender (1 = Male, 0 = Female) 205 0.84 0.37 0 1

If the person can read and/or write (1 = can, 0 = can’t) 205 0.57 0.50 0 1

Education (Years of schooling) 124 4.65 4.94 0 16

Years of experience 189 17.15 11.48 0 65

Number of family members 205 4.89 1.74 1 11

Marital status 205 0.84 0.36 0 1

If the spouse can read and/or write (1 = can, 0 = can’t) 189 0.56 0.51 0 1

If the person has a bank account (1 = has, 0 = doesn’t have) 205 0.33 0.47 0 1

Land ownership (in decimal) 201 50.34 82.91 0 600
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Results - Table 2: Distribution of CRRA Parameters of Bangladeshi 
Farmers Compared to Estimates in Literature

Risk Neutral/loving Mildly risk averse Moderately risk 

averse

Highly risk averse

Study

(1)   U.S. students (n=93) 19 19 23 39

(2)   Bangladeshi farmers (n=206, p=.3) a 22 10 10 58

(3) Bangladeshi farmers (n=206, p=.5) 30 6 14 50

(4) Bangladeshi farmers (n=206, p=.7) 33 6 10 51

(5) Bangladeshi farmers (n=206, p=.3) b 4 0 55 41

(6) Bangladeshi farmers (n=206, p=.5) 4 0 49 47

(7) Bangladeshi farmers (n=206, p=.7) 5 0 50 45

(8)   Ethiopian Farmers (n=92) 22 11 10 58
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*𝛾 denotes CRRA coefficient; a When farmers make decisions alone; b When farmers make decisions in group 



Table 3: Risk Aversion Coefficients

Individual decision making Group decision making

p=0.3 p=0.5 p=0.7 p=0.3 p=0.5 p=0.7

Whole sample Mean -0.64 -1.8 -1.77 0.89 0.93 0.88

Median 0.81 0.73 0.73 0.50 0.50 0.50

Min. -26.37 -26.37 -26.37 -1.41 -1.41 -1.41

Max. 0.81 0.81 0.81 4.11 4.11 4.11

Female Mean 0.65 0.34 -0.49 0.75 0.82 0.74

Median 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.50 0.50 0.50

Min. -0.76 -2.60 -26.38 0.50 0.50 0.50

Max. 0.81 0.81 0.81 1.69 1.85 1.44
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Note: p denotes probability of winning 



Table 5: Group Effects and Group Selection
Effects on Risk Aversion

Whole Sample Female

Probability of winning Mean Mean

p=0.3 Total group effect* 1.54 0.10

Selection effect** -0.12 0.02

p=0.5 Total group effect* 2.73 0.48

Selection effect** -0.07 -0.12

p=0.7 Total group effect* 2.65 1.23

Selection effect** -0.18 -0.12
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* Total group effect = Risk aversion when deciding in group - Risk aversion when deciding alone

** Selection effect= Risk aversion when deciding in self-selected group - Risk aversion when deciding in randomly formed group



Summary of Group Effect and Selection Effect

 Total group effect (= Risk aversion when deciding in group - Risk aversion when deciding

alone):

 Both men and women become more risk averse when making decision in a group as opposed to

deciding alone.

 The group effects are significantly larger for men.

 Overall, for both men and women group effects increase with probability of winning.

Average risk aversion increases as the presence of group members curtails the tendency towards

extreme behavior

.
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Summary of Group Effect and Selection Effect

Selection effects (= Risk aversion when deciding in self-selected group - Risk aversion

when deciding in randomly formed group):

 Both men and women are less risk averse when group members are self-selected relative to when

they are randomly assigned.

 This indicates that when making decisions in consultation with self-selected peers who are likely

to be friends and/or neighbors, farmers tend to take more risks than when making decisions in

consultation with randomly assigned group members.

 Overall, the negative selection effects are larger for men than women.
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Table 6: Ambiguity Aversion Coefficients 

Individual decision making Group decision making

p=0.3 p=0.5 p=0.7 p=0.3 p=0.5 p=0.7

Whole sample Mean 0.10 0.08 -0.005 0.10 0.11 0.02

Female Mean 0.13 0.10 -0.09 0.04 0.09 -0.03
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Table 8: Group Effects And Group Selection Effects On 
Ambiguity Aversion

Whole Sample Female

Probability 

of winning

Mean Mean

p=0.3 Total group effect* 0 -0.09

Selection effect** 0.04 -0.04

p=0.5 Total group effect* 0.03 -0.01

Selection effect** -0.09 0.02

p=0.7 Total group effect* 0.02 0.06

Selection effect** 0.15 0.06
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* Total group effect = Ambiguity aversion when deciding in group - Ambiguity aversion when deciding alone

** Selection effects = Ambiguity aversion when deciding in self-selected group - Ambiguity aversion when deciding in randomly formed group



Summary on Ambiguity Aversion
 Both men and women – mostly exhibit mild ambiguity averse to ambiguity neutral behavior

Group effects and selection effects:

 Farmers tend to show slightly more ambiguity aversion when deciding in groups than when
deciding alone

 For women, group effects in fact are negative when probabilities of winning are 30% and 50%
while group effect is positive when winning probability is 70%.

 Selection effects in the case of ambiguity aversion for both men and women are mostly positive
– the effects overall being larger for men.

 This implies that farmers become more ambiguity averse when making decisions in consultation
with self-selected peers compared to when making decisions in consultation with randomly
assigned group members.
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Summary of Results:
 Most Bangladeshi farmers are moderately to highly risk averse but ambiguity-neutral to mildly-
ambiguity averse.

 Women generally tend to be more risk and ambiguity averse than men.

 Farmers exhibit substantially higher risk and slightly higher ambiguity aversions when they make
choices in groups compared to when they choose alone.

 Farmers are less risk averse when group members are self-selected relative to when they are
randomly assigned.

 Farmers are more ambiguity averse when making decisions in consultation with self-selected peers
compared to when making decisions in consultation with randomly assigned group members.

 The opposite selection effects suggest that Bangladeshi farmers in general view and act differently
when probability distribution of uncertain prospect is known compared to a scenario when the
probability distribution is unknown.
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Thank You
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